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Abstract: Software simulators that emulate equivalent behavior of physical micro-
controllers play an important role in the process of software development for embed-
ded systems from an early development stage (e.g. when no target hardware is avail-
able) to the final verification process (e.g. used in combination with formal methods).
Thus, much reliance is put on the correctness of these simulators. This paper presents
a practicable approach to test auto-generated and custom microcontroller simulators
(both closed and open-source) against a physical device. We show how to set up a
test oracle that allows to run the simulators in parallel, validate individual runs based
on a comparison of their accumulated state-space, and – in case an error is found –
finger-point to the root cause of the error, thus giving valuable support for fixing the
discrepancies. A case study shows that the presented testing framework was able to
reveal non-trivial bugs in several implementations.

1 Introduction

A microcontroller (MCU) software simulator emulates the functional and (occasionally)

temporal execution environment offered by a physical microcontroller. In practice, MCU

software simulators are used both by computer scientists and electronics engineers through-

out different product development stages for various different activities (e.g., debugging,

profiling, testing and verification). For example, firmware development can start prior to

the availability of a functional physical target board, using the simulator for debugging

purposes. An orthogonal example of an MCU simulator application is the [MC]SQUARE

binary code verification framework, cf. [Sch08]. The model-checker of [MC]SQUARE re-

lies on dedicated microcontroller simulators to construct the state-space out of a given

binary program image. The state space is then traversed to prove the validity of given

properties.

Even though there is no theoretical limitation to precisely imitate a target microcontroller

by a software simulator (by the Church-Turing thesis), a faithful simulator is hard to obtain
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